ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
During World War 11 a specific interest developed in designing narrowband waveguide filters for radar applications, requiring the ability to solve discontinuity problems in waveguide [l]. Today there are even more applications for waveguide filters and the design of these are still actively researched. An important tool in the design process is the ability to solve these waveguide discontinuity problems accurately and effectively. Various techniques are available to the designer to solve these discontinuity problems in waveguide structures, such as modal analysis [Z], Moment Methods [3] , Finite Element (FE) methods [4] and most recently also hybrid methods. Hybrid methods are very suitable as these utilise the special capabilities of more than one technique, often presenting a more optimal (usually faster) solution of the problem.
Recently an extended Huygens' principle was suggested [5] , which allows the flexibility of the Finite Element method and the Moment Method to be combined in a more effective solution of these problems. The technique is beneficial where discontinuities occur in an otherwise hollow waveguide. A FE solution would require discretisation of the waveguide with scatterer, where this technique requires that only the scattering object is discretised, while the effect of the hollow waveguide is represented by waveguide Green functions. This paper presents the implementation ofthe technique to conducting obstacles in waveguide as partial verification of the technique. where R' may be placed anywhere within or on the boundaries of R.
This represents the sum of the incident fields from the left, with modal amplitudes a ; ' , incident fields from the right, with modal amplitudes bc' and the scattered field due to the tangential electric f i~( R )
x E(R) and tangential magnetic fields %(R) x H(R) on the surface of the scattering object or discontinuity. .
Such a procedure solves the scattering problem for each incident waveguide mode, so that the construction ofthe generalised scattering matrix becomes straightforward.
IMPLEMENTATION
The simplest application is perfectly conducting obstacles.
In this case, the fields inside the object and the surface tangential electric field are zero while only tangential magnetic fields are found on the conducting surface. The matrix equation is reduced to (the upper sign corresponds to I > 2' and the lower sign to I < 2') These functions are infinite sums of waveguide 3.1 Scatterer geometry modes and display discontinuities where R = R'.-The electric dyadic G; (R, R') has a singular term in the iicomponent. Special care must be taken to treat these functions, which occur in the matrix equations to be solved. -k~I 7 ) ) t X~) ( 5 ) For the purpose of verification, one can consider first conducting posts and then dielectric posts in X-band waveguide. To simplify maners these posts extend from the bottom to the top waveguide walls.
Excitation
The excitation is the TElo mode. For the type ofposts describedabove,onlyTEN modes@ = 1,2,3 ...) areexcited in the waveguide, in other words there is no y-variation in the problem, due to the excitation and the geomeay of the scatterer. All TMPo modes can be omitted in the waveguide Green functions since the problem can be fully described by a reduced set of TEN modes.
Discretisation
The vector basis functions on the prismatic element are [7] W; = di(XjVXx -A,VAj)x i = 1 , 2 , 3
, ---yx; i = 1,2,3 
Evaluation of matrix entries
A Gaussian integration scheme is used with non-coincident integration points over each patch element. Convergence requires the number of waveguide modes, the discretisation and the number of integration points to be considered. Since the waveguide Green functions converge extremely slowly when evaluated by direct summation, the number of these modes employed in the solution is based on physical grounds, while emphasis is on convergence of the Sthemselves. Two thin conducting posts across the cross-section of the waveguide are also considered (figure 4). The diameter of each is a/40, with a the waveguide cross-sectional dimension and spaced a13 apart. In both cases the agreement between the results for the application of the Huygens' principle and the commercial FE code is good.
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Results

CONCLUSION
A thick cylindrical off-centre conducting post was considered (figure 3) with dominant mode excitation. The discretisation was 20 surface patches over the post, with 80 waveguide modes considered and 10 numerical integration points over the width of the element. The results are eompared with a commercial Finite Element code viz. Ansoft
HFSS.
The simple geometries chosen were used to partly verify the proposed technique. Further extention to even more general objects is also possible, for example scatterers with y-variation such as posts or more general objects that do not extend from bottom to top waveguide walls. This will include all nine dyadic Green function components and would require the full set ofnine Finite Element basis func-tions for each element. The use of a Finite Element discretisation of the internal volume of the scatterer allows one to solve quite general configuration ofscatterers, without the burden of discretising the entire volume of mostly empty waveguide. The next step in verification should be the implementation ofmore general obstacles which could include dielectric, magnetic and perfectly conducting materials.
